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BIO:
Hailing from ever eclectic Baltimore, Maryland, SUN
CLUB infuses bright instrumentals, animal calls, and
delirious stomping with dirty sunshine pop to get your
body grooving. SUN CLUB formed in 2012 out of the
ashes of an old band, with the purpose of making
people go insane (in a great way). Pulling from
influences like The Beach Boys and Animal Collective,
SUN CLUB creates an array of energetic noises. After
working with producer Steve Wright, their debut EP is
out on Goodnight Records on January 21st (digital)
and February 18th (physical).
SOME WORDS FROM THE BAND:
this EP is a huge collection of our entire childhood and
stuff. like we've been making tons of music our whole
lives and we were learning from everything we did and
this ep is what really came out of everything. it's what
we have been working to make for a while and it's
finally something we're super super proud of. we didn't
spend a ton of time recording, because we didn't want
it to me over analyzed. and i guess that worked
because it ended up to be exactly how we wanted it.
we talked with steve, the producer, a ton before hand
about what we wanted and he just knew exactly the
vibe we wanted. so we tracked live and did everything
in 4 or 5 days and it is perfect!
We're playing at the 930 Club in DC for the first time a
couple of days after our cd comes out! So siked. That
will kick off a 9 day tour that will hit DC, Boston,
Brooklyn, Philly, Wilmington NC, Columbia SC,
Nashville, and Blacksburg VA. And then in March we
will embark on a 6 week tour around the country,
playing SxSW. After Southby we'll be heading up the
west coast for the first time, which is going to be
amazing. Playing lots of cities for the first time, we
couldn't be more excited for it. We're playing tons of
really cool shows that we're all so pumped about, so
excited to be alive these next few months!

TRACK LIST
1. Beauty Meat
2. Spring Diamond
3. Repulsive on Chocolate
4. Dad Claps at the Mom Prom
5. Cheeba Swiftkick
6. Summer Feet
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